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LESSON - I

Need and purpose of classification

Intioduction
crassification is the common phenomena found to be interest in all human bei'gs tc

classify (i.e) To put things seen some order more or less helpful appgrs to be comrnon with

,ran. Libraries proriousty aim at couecting avail+re informatiorr in various forrns. storing the

document, receiving and disseminating itsieeOed documents' ln order to provide the requested

documents the user, it has been rocatea iioi "*v 
location is possible only drrough a systematie

arrangement to them. Classification is one of thi technique used to arrange the docutnents in a

nelpdl sequence o facilitate easy retrieval'

llfenning
The term classification is derived from the Latin word 'classic'' The term 'classic'used tc

refer a group of person processing cert;; qualities in common' Generally it implies the process

of groupir,g.

Library ckssification
A library essentially builds a large collection of surrces' which need to a classification for

orga'izing the colrection. ih* trre claslification of documents is known as library classifrcatio*.

Definition
AccordingtoDr.S.R.Ranganathanlibraryclassificationmaybedefinedas''The

transrations of the name of tre subject of a book into preferred artificial language of ordinai

numbers and the irariA*iisation ,if t.r.*f books deaiing with the same specific subject by

means of a fuither set of ordinar number which represent sorne features of the book other than

theirthoughtcsntent" 
ber of tre book' The second ordinal

The first of this ordinal number is the class num

number is the book number. The d*, **u*r and the book number mnstitute the calr number of

the book. The call number fixed the positive of the book relative to the books in a library'

Conctpb of the library classification

According to the above set definition s.R. Rzurganathan introduced solne important

concePts. TheY are

L Artificial Language'

2. Ordinal numbers-

3. Specific Subjects.

4, krdividualisaion of several books dealing with the sarne qpecific books'

5. Some fedures of ttre books cther tfuan their thorght content of ttre document'

a
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Arrangernent of docurnen& in tibrary
various srrangements are preseilt in library. The posible arrangements are:

o Size
r Colour
r Age of the reader
. Condition aftached to user Language
o Value of printing
r Date of documenB
o year of publication
. publisher
o prize
r Author
o Title
o Subject
e Local history collection

.r,*rr.fi*;:ft been exoerienced that the subject approach is convenient and essential is ope,

Mcrits of subject a r ra ngement

'tuhj ut *'*r":'I:,::x::; 
n:_T"Lr, ..,

' Yl:.lj: docunents the library has on subject of related to the zubject ofenqurry.

,n ,.r.rli[g,fr:""rr1gernenr is knorvn as library sequence. kr speciar ribraries they are have

,1. Textbooks.

* Reference books.

* Thesis and periodical.

..'. Bound volumes of periodical.

* pamphlets.

Used approrches to docuruents

Used apprmchfor docuntents are of thqfollowing thru categories
. By author calter! author approach.

: il:',,;"?::i,'ff;::;,"*n
I

I

I

I

I

i
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Need and purpose of library classificrtion

r Infonmation erplosion

The amount of nerv documents is grorving exponentially. We called this phenomenon

as information exPlmion.

. Continuous explosion of knowledge-

. Complexity of doorments.

o To need the fir,e Larv of library science'

o To nra,ximize the use of documents.

c To fix a helpful place for nervly added docu;nents"

e To need out documents.

o To maiie qualitative study.

" The efficient function of library Cepends upon classification sy$em in the tibrary.

o It helps in building of catalqgue cards for the collection.

e It is essential for the systematic selection'

o It is key rvay to library activities.

Functions

o Library classification helps to alTange the document in the rystematic order.

o It helps the identificarntion and location of lhe documeut on a givetr subject wanted by

a reader.

r it helps to organize books, book displays anrJ exhibition.

c It helps to affange a docurneltt in organized groups'

. The universal of knorvledge is dynamic continuous, infinite and ever growing areas.

So the function stated in IInd, itrkd, and IVth points are known mechanization ol

anangelfient.

o Vth faciliates withdrawal of certain docuurents fronr the maitt collection.

o It helps in recording daily issues of docrunent on various subjects at the circulat

connter of ttre library. It is very useful at the titne of,r'erification'

o It helps in the compilation subject, union, catalogues and bibliographic of books i the

detail materials.

r It assists in rhe classification of bits and pieces of classification and suggestic

recdved from the readers.

o It assists in systematically driving s$ject enties'

4
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r Non-book materiars can be crassified and fiiled systemaricaily.
o It helps the library stafrto bearvare of development of knowledge, rvl:ich is basis fbrthe arrangenrent of documerlt in library. t

e It is the basis for efficient bibliographical control and retrieval of doclnrents

Physical arrnngenlent of rlocrrnrents and preprration of subject catalogue

Librarv classit'ication helps ll the conrpilation of subje* union-catalogue anbibliographic of books and other reading *ut.rii in any type of library the physicalarrsnqemettt docutnettt is hased ou tl:e various approaches of the readc.s and they are rninimizeittto tltree sectors. 
r'v 'vsv-'i u,s

I Author approaches

Z. Title approaches

3. Subject approaches
Among the three approaches tlre final choice of approach is subjecr alangem$rt. TI:isapproach is taken care of the audror and title catalqgue.irvo kinds rubj;;t;;;iogrre is possible.ThE' $7.t

. Alphabetical arrangement of subject.r Classified subject arrangement.

Alph*betical Arran genrent Of Su bject

In tlds kind the documentc catt L,e arranged alphabeticaJ either br.author (or) title.
CIassifi ed Su hject Arra ngemenf

Here the documents are arranged according to know,ledge classification scheme such ascolon classification.

Preparation of s ubject catal ogue
The subject arrangement of catalogue is helpful to know document present in library ofenquiry' But for find out whether the document is present or not in a library we have to preparesubject catalogue to make easier as well as save tr* ti*"llthe reader. For preparing the subjectcatalogue' we are giving itttportance to the thought contelrt of the docunre't and the nsrrle of ilresubiect is entered at the top of the colurnn of ttie ruorosr. card in uny u.lrone of cataloguingsystellls' By this way we are nraking the arrange,n*"i ul"rrell as the location and findins thedocument to knorv the essentiar docu*rent in sub.lect by seeing the catarogue. 

Hr^e "'ru'1r'!E ''11
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LESSON - 2

lntroduction to Library classification - Kinds of Schemes

The Laws of library science govern the various classification actions- Here will see the

five Laws of library science'

' Books are for use'

r EverY reader hisiher books'

'il:#Jffif*li:*-Books Are For Use

A Library contains books and other graphic 1{e{_als. The 1 Law insist that use should be

the watch ward as urrurrg"*er,t. The organiiut*nof the library shelves should reflect the use of

documents. For examplJthe various arr-angement like subjects wise or author rvise will be useful

iorthe satisfiing the i Law. Here the n."J upproach must be taken consideration will arranging

the document in the shelves

Every Reader His/[Ier Books

It insists that when a reader seeks inform on a given subject. The alangement of library

must be helpful in them. This can be achieved if all the books on particular subject are to be

tbund together

Every Book Has Its Reader

Arrangement of books can be made by so many approaches. But the majority of the subject

arranEernent. The III Law ,""o*rrdr- tlix u weit itissified arrangement will enhance the

il;;Eiit,il ,rr.iii."iG the right book to the right reader at the night time'

Save The Time 0f Reader

This Law insists that an unclassified library would be difficult to locate ? parts document'

They IV ru* 
"*pr,uri, 

trru, the shelf ;?lE;F+t',"T l-1:o*enient 
to the reader to save hislher

time. The ApUpe cataiog". i" tft" stack will [elp to save the time of the reader'

Library Is A Growing Organism

V Law recommends that the arrangement should facilitate the service of books in respective

of the size of the d*ry^;;; i;!;;;[;i?ocuments readers and staffonly classified arrangement

*ortan.tp andusedto improve the number ofreaders'

6
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S.

No.
Name of the Scheme Author Country Year of first

Publication
I Decimal Classification Melvil Dewey U.S.A. 1876
2. Expansive Classification Charles Ammicutter U.S.A. I 891
J. !,rbtu.y of congress Lrbrar1y of congress U.S.A 1904
4. Universal Decimal

Classification
Paul Otlet and Henry
La Fontain

Belgium 1905

5. Subject Classification James Duff Brorvn UK 1906
6. Colon Classification S.R. Ranganathan Indian 1933
7. Biblio graphic Classification H.E. Bliss U.S.A. l93s
8. Soviet Classification Library Commission

OfAcademy science

of USSRO

USSR 1954

Among them the well known are three

e DecimalClassification

o Colon Classification

r UniversalDecimalClassificatian

DBL 1C

Conclusion

. Thus Library classification aims to create a system, which provides a comprehensive ofviews of documents. once the documents are arrang"d effectively. Then it will save the time of the
reader. Thus it will prove that classification is the fou-ndation of libiarian ship.

Various Schemes Of Classification
The application ofthe classification ofknowledge to the classification of books has resultedin rnany printed schemes for book classification. There are so many scheme of classification

available in many countries for classift ing documents.

These are listed follows
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In acldition to the thre€ parts its flrst 286 pages provide information on the following'

l. Preface to the VI edition'

7. Introduction.

3.Annexurecontainsconnectionsofmisprintsandminutechanges.

4. Rules part provided definitions explanation and solved models' It contains

several models

LESSOI\ - 3

Colon Chssification

Introduction
Colonclassificationisagetteralclassificatiorrsclte;ne'designeclbvDr'SR'

Ra,ganathan. He appried this schenre ouring roil I eclitio, rvas found 1933 ft is up to \rll

editions.. I edition in 1933. I1 edirion in iqlqjll edition in 1950, IV edition in 1952' v editron in

,,957,Yleditionin1960,reprintedin1963,1964,1967'lg76and1989VIIeditionin1987'

The vII edition is atr in-completed one. So we are tbllowing the Vl eclition by onl-v lor

the practical aPPIicabte.

Analytico SY nthetic Scheme

CC is a analyco synthetic Scelne of classificatiol:. Because it doesn,t give readymade

numbers. In Anarytico synthetic scheme the crassifier sho'ld aualyse the subject oi each

document into different factes pi"ropu nirrnbers tbr each a,atyst facei fiom several parts aiid

synthesis the final number"

Mapping of Subjetts

Ranganathan rnap the univer-.e of subjects by.broactll'giving its at the first insatice on

tire basis of raditional division of kno*4eiige 1i el noirih"sci.ic.s, Hurnanity md social

scierces. secondary each broad rjivision oi. the universe is further sub divided into *iain

crassification. Thirdry, each ,.,uin .tfrr'divicrecr i'to facets and the sequence of facet is

deterniined by facet sequerlce. rourtmf euJi ru."t is divided into isoiate. Fifthly, each isoiate is

divlded into sub isolates.

Strutture of Part CC

TheVleditionofCCisirrtlireeparts,Tlieyarepar.I-rules.Part.Il-_Schedr-rleot
classification with the Index and part-ill-Classic'
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Chapter I _4 :Explaincall no.

chapter 5 'Discuss the concept of facet. focus and various devices.

Chapter6 : Explainsabbreviations.

Chapter I . Explain its canons ofclassification.

In the end there is an index rules.

Part II
This part consists for schedules for common isolate. In addition to that time, space,

#?:iil;;"j::ffi*:ffi;.:tion table are noted. u",. it ",. are 42main crasses and ror Botany

Part III

*irrr rp.liiilt"tJ:*td 
out numbers for classes in Ideology. It includes schedules of secrete book

Call Number

Refer classification Definition in paper 3.

Main classes for call number

The class number, denotes the subject the document in cc. There are broadly three main

ffffilffiare 
divided into special classes, The main.lus, g-M comes under natural science ,A,.

N - S humanities.

T-Zsocialsciences.
Among them some main classes are having canonical classes. That means traditionaldivision of amain class.

According to S.R.R. there are three types of moin classes.

l' Basic class to the class number of a simple subject. Example : chemistry.
?' compound class number - it is made up of one basic class and one more basic

idea' 
Example : library classification.
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l. Compiex class number class nunrber of tornputer zubject has.been foilned by

,*pilng of trvo subjects ou the basis of some relationship exit among thern-

. Example: Madrentatics for Engineers'

, Ftatures

Cornmon isolate

The isolates which are colnmon to several subjects is knor.vn as colnlnon isolates. in CC

tirere are two types o{ conrniori isolates Anteriorising common isolate and po$erising cominon

isolate.

Facet
It indicates the alalysis of the study into its facets according to posnllates and principles

stated for tlie purpose. Facei is group of idea obtained on the bases of a characteristic feature'

Ftlndantent*l categories 
has formed some ruies' These rules

To ur:rJerstand the ba*ic categories in CC DR' S'R'R

are postulate. One poshrlates u"y, thut there are five fundamental categories. They nre arranged

in tlre PMEST order

Notations

Nctation is the symbol used in the scheme of classification to represent classes' CC is a

good example for mixed notation.

Rounds *nd leavers
Tliere are frve fi.rndamental categories in CC. In common subjects some of the five

fu,da*renkl categories occur in more tha-n cne time or two times. Such manifestations have been

categorised into round and levers for exatnple,

e ,,Treatment of caflcer" The isolate cancer is a first problem' treatment is the second

problent as it a second energy'

c ,,Kinglier by Shakespeare" The basic class is lit. The isolates are language form and

author. All are colnes urnder the personality categories. These occurrence is knorvn as

thousands leYels. This is indicated as PI. P2, P3. P4, 28, 38,48.

Postulates of facet sequence

Afier kgorvilg tlndarnental categories, rouncls and levels, the next qtrestion is in $ ltat

order these are to be lrranged. They *usi lr. arranged according to postulate of the facet'

Plirnes of works
In CC tlrere *re tluee pla6es of rvork. Tliere are idea verbal aud notation pianes

10
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Devices

cc uses a number of devices for increasing hospitality. There are four main devices in cc areCD, GD, SD andAD

Phase relation
Refer modes of formation.
System and specials system is defined as exposition of a basic subjects in accordance with aspecific school of thought F'or example in medicine there are many school ofthought. Special denotemany division in which the subject of study is restricted some special manner.

Exarnple, Child medicine.

Mnemonic
It is a tool, which is add to memory. It originates from Greek word which means memory. InCC we as having so many notation. So it is noticed by mnemonic.

LESSON - 4

Dewey decimal classification

Introduction
The name of decimal classification has become almost synonyms in the libraryclassification' DDC is the oldest and widely used system in almost all countries of the world. It hasbeen translated into various languages.

DevelopmentofDDC

DDC has bom from an anonymous 44 page Pamphlet. A classification and subject index forcataloguing and arranging the books and pamphiets of a library. The 17th ED ofDDC was published

fJ.tu' 
and 18th u'as publish ed 1971get three volumes. But in the examination point of view r gth

Characteristics ofDDC

' rtrealizeddeveropment based onphilosophy designed and hierarchy subject.

' 
Its adaptability of library services because ofits express notation.

' 
Its adoptability was self-arrangement and classified arrangement of catalogue.a Its facilitates quick information.

11
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. It is used by ceniral bibliographic sequence.

Mapping the universe
Recorded knowledge as units rvhich has been divided irilo teu large clasxs.

000 Generelia.
100 Philosophv and loeic.
200 Relicion.
300 Social scimce.
400 Languases.
500 Pure sciences
600 Technology.
700 Arts.
800 Literature.
900 ffistorv and Geography.

19" Edition
The l9'h edition was published in i979. It rvas produced by comp.rterized

photocomposition.

structure
It appearsin three volumes, they are

Volume -l Intro&raion Table '

Volunre - 2 Schedr,,le

Volume- 3 Index

Volumr -I

This l" volume includes the following thr€e importrnt iterns

l. introduction
2. tables
3. smmaries

Therc oe given lnbles in f'wlume-

L Sandard Subdivision.

2. Area.

3" Subdivision of krdividual litsature.

4. Subdivision of Individual language.

12
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Specific Iiterature.

Racial, Ethnic group.

Persons.

The last part of I volume contains three main summaries. The summary gives the list often main classes' All ten divisions of each divided into ten divisions. All the hundred divisionsas listed in the second summary. Each division of the se"*d ru**ary is further divided into tensections and are iisted in the third summary. Before a classifier tries to use DDC he/she shouldstudy these three main summaries.

Yslume II

knowledge' Have all the main classes and the divisions are hierarchy arranged. In tlre 20' and2l" editions schedules isof twovJu*.r.

Yolume III
This fype of index enumerates all the topics maintained in the schedule include thesynonyms' It shows that to a great extends the return of each subject to other subjects. It is theimportant feature of the system. It helps to locate the subject from the schedule. All the significantform given in the schedule and table found the place in the index. The entries in the index arearranged alphabeticaly word by word.

Other features
Notatioru

DC contains only one notation. Decimal is used on the notation in the based. So the scheme isan example forpure notation.
Illnemonic

DC notation is itself ready to subject synthesis. It is a benefit of enumerate memory ormnemonic. The main use of synthesis is through tire use of speciar labers.Synthesls in DC

In addition to tables, DC also use
They are

' Addfromauxiliarytables.
o Add from schedules
t Add from both table and schedule. Alphabetical device

some other devices for achieving to a great extend.

t.

2.

1

r Pricinple ofspecial topics ofgeneral applicability.r Other devices

DC is an enumerative classification scheme. According to s.R.R. an enumerativeclassification scheme "consisting of a large scheduie enumeraqting matter of the part, the presenttense' future and in addition of a few schedules o ofcommon isolatesl, It has been adopted in librariesall over the world due to its simple notation.

13
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LESSON. 5

Universal Decimal Classification

Introduction
The universal decimal classification was a direct result of an international conference held at

Brussels in 1g85. paul Otlet and Henry La fontain established a comprehensive classification index

to all published literature. Thus in 1905 a complete international edition was published

French.

Basic principles
+ It attempts to bring related concepts together.
+ It atternpts to inciude every field ofknowledge'
+ It is constructed on the principle of proceeding from general to more partition by tire division oi

universe into ten main branches and further divided to the require degree of spatiality.

+ It is also accept the principle of mutually exclusive process'

+ It employs certain notational techniques.

+ Its notation consists of inthe arabic numerals.

Structure
It is based on DC and the univeral ten main branches. The outline main classes folloi,l's.

1. Generalities
2. PhilosoPhY
3. Religion
4. Social Science
5. Languages
6. Pure Science

7 . APPlied Science
8. The arts
9. Language and literature
10. GeograPhY andBiograPhY
11. History

With the basic structure the main ciasses are further divided into divisions subdivisions with

the help of decimal fraction notation. Apoint is placed after every third in a class number purely as a

visual real.

Auxiliarytable
ii is considered as a more inaugural feature with the help of more auxiliary comp and number

ifconstructed. There are 2 types if auxiliaries
(1) Common auxiliary (2) Special auxiliary

14
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Special auxiliaries.

Unlike colnmon auxiliaries special auxiliaries
auxiliaries are suffirxed to main no. cannot be used as
auxiliaries. There are 3 kinds ofspecial auxiliaries.

are not listed at one placing UDC. Special
an independent kinds of notation in special

1. Hypen series _1/_9

2. pointnotseries.0i/,09

3. The apostrophe series,l/9,
Otherfeatures

Parallel division

It is similar to special auxiliaries. it is having the symbol ,=,

Notations:

It is used ten arabic numerals. It has a parallel base linear light ended and decimal. It is the fivefollowing basis

l. 2l Roman capital letters

2. 26 Roman small letters

3. punctuationmarks

Mathematical symbol
L 

- 
/\ I

':-, 17rl

Notational quality

TABLES OFAUXILIARIES

Addition and extenlon si
Relation signs

,filrrlofl &uXiliary of form

g
CommonEJ

NZ,T,II, III, .

-

AlpnaDetrcal non_numerical
Point of view

-0l9, .0 and subdivisions

15

Symbol
+ and/
: andQ

aux
(0...)
(1/e) auxl
(:. ..)
ltI

.00
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1. Sub ordinate

2. HosPitalitY

Facetisationation and SYnthesis

UDC as a facetising scheme, table of common auxiliary is the best example of facetizing"' it is

also a highly synthetic scheme. It contains the number of other devices to connect two or more

numbers. The auxiliary table represents its faceted and synthetic structure'

Citation orderin UDC

fb achieve consistency and helpful order a standard facet fbrmula has been suggested in UDC'

UDC provides a number of schemes for dividing the citation order.

Fillingorder
It is evident that in UDC several symbols have been employed to represent a corrmc)n

auxiliaries and special auxiliaries relationship and for addition extension and different subject'

Intercalation

Intercalation is the use of an auxiliary as an inflex'

Example

6:41A mining inBritain

Mnemoni

Mnemonic results from the use ofsome notations'

Index

UDC index is a relative index, which is constructed with much economy. It contains nearly

20000 entries dealign with 1 2,000 topics in which'

Conclusion

UDC is widely used in the National and international sever. Nearly 1000 libraries are adopting

this scheme. Nearly 20,000 copies of abridged has been fold in the last 1 5 years. in addition to libraries

indexing and abstracting centers usedUDC'

16
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LESSON.6

General theory of classilication

Introduction

F-or long period the theory of classification as not received attention. only in the 20thcentury the classifications felts need a sound theory to built a scheme and based on a scientificprinciples it tries the history of library clasification we find that there exist two stages in thedevelopme,t of it theory' The first ofthese was dominated by Brown, Richerdson, sayers and Bliss.This was age of description writing' In the second stage we noticed the deveropmentbf dynamictheory' Ranganathan was interested inthe second stage. He formulated basic lawsposfulates, canons

illJ:;:rlur" 
a complererv new trend to the deveropment of the theory of ribrary

'Iheories of Iibrary classification

Descriptive theory
Dynamictheory

1. Descriptivetheory

Brown's subject classilication is based upon two basic principres.

One placed theory
Science and application theory

According to first one a, aspects ofa subject shourd be brought atone prace.According to second one every applicationmust directly followthe science.According to Richardson a notation should be used to intense the sub division. Hulme be

::ffiffid 
for the principle literary warrant. According to Bliss alr scheme shourd be lisren is

2. Dynamic theory

'fhe dy,arnic theory is the theory of classification "capabre of serving out a methodorogy forthe design ofa scheme for library classification SSR instrum.nru, ,, revorution idea ofcrassification.The table given below indicates the progres, r.o*trr.i 
"iia, "rac 3rd edition.

17
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Eg:- If we arrange a fOrm in one language. Literanre is a partial sequellce; the same sequence of

form should be ntaintained.

There afe tlvo ways of squiring consistent sequence l. automatic contirurating' This is

auton:atically satifres by using one and dte same schedule to denote an :uray of classes through

it ocqrr in different Places-

l. Parallel sequene - The soquence

parallel sequcnce.

land, water, air occur in several array$ whenever it occurs

Chain

A chain is a sequence of classes in successive subordination. Each one being subordinate

to tre preceeding one. It is conveniently used for trains an ultimate class step by step for on its

origin."

Egi 500 pure science CCORDC

Canon of chain

l. Canonofdecreasingexistence'

2. Canon of nrodulation.

Canon of decreasing existence

whose moving down a chain from its firs link to its Last the extension of the classes

slrould decrease and the intension shoutd increase at each step? This canon states that the first

link of the chain of classes denote a coded subject and the zucceeding classed should more

departments that the proceedings. one er<tension is the quantitative measure arrd intension is the

qualitative measure.

Eg:- In DC chemistry nrain class

Canon of modulation

A chain of classes are of ranked isolates should comprise otte class or one nanked isolates

as the case may be each and wery order that ries between tre orders of the first links dre last li,k

of the chain.

Eg44

Principles of helPful sequence

The tenn principle is used to denote nomrt principle is the content of division of second

or later major di,.ipll;;; ur,t,. herptul *qu.no is ihe division of the subject crassification the

18
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Canons foridea plane (I5
Idea plane has l5 canons and they are listed under the following categories.
1. Canon for characteristics - 4

2. Canon for succession of characteristics _ 3

3. Canon for array - 4

4" Canon for chain - 2

5. Canon for helpful sequence-2

The four canons for characteristics deal with the process of division of knorvledge,
characteristics selected for the division should be easily differentiated and permanent.

The 3 canons for succession of characteristics in the process of division of knowledge
deal with the application of more canons than one characteristics.

The 4 canons for array states that the classes in an array should be helpful and consistent.
The2 canons for chain deal with the process of division of knowledge which should

processed from generar to specific and it should be properry regurated.

The 2 canon for filatory sequence should clearly identi$ both co-ordinate and sub-
ordinate classes according to their mutual affiliation.

canons for characteristics and canon for succesive characteristics.
l. Canon for characteristics

2. Canon for succession of characteristics

3. Canon for array

4. Canon for chain

5. Canon for helpful sequence-2

Here we will see the various sequences of canon for characteristics and canon for succession of
characteristics.

What is a characteristic?

According to SRR "A characteristics is an attribute or any attribute complex with reference
to rvhich the likeness or unlike ofentities can be determiued and atleast two ofthem are alike,'.
Eg :- Height is a characteristics of boys. But possession is faces and attribute shares equally by all
boys.
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Kind of characteristics (Idea plane)

'fhere are 3 kinds ofcharacteristics.

Natural characteristics

A characteristics possessed in common by all the entities in the universe consistent inherent

and inseparable fromthe entities.

Eg:- age, height, weight

Artificial characteristics

A characteristic possessed in common by the entities in the universe considere,J but not

necessary for their being included ion the universe.

Eg:- Mode ofdressing shoes

Division characteristics :-

The characteristics used as the basis for the division of entities of universe .

We sought the universe of book on the basis shape, size etc. And size is the eharaeteristics of a
book is on the same size forms a aggregate. But all the natural characteristies eould not becomr:

division characteristics.

Application of characteristics

The aim of library classification to show a general picture of a relationship of a general

knowlege, A characteristics is chosen to derive a class of book into a small groups and it is
considered as quality which is and common to all divisions but appears which different in each.

Histriry may be divided by time and with in each division the time will be different. Canons for

characters.

Acharacter is usedto classifr auniverse should followingthe canons.

L Canonofdifferentiation

2" CanonofRelevance

3. Canonofascertainably

4. Canonofperrnanenece

l. Canon of differentiation

A characteristic used as bases for classification of a various universe shoulcl difl-erenriate

some of its entities, (i.e) it should give rise atleast two classes or ranked isolates. This means that the

character should be made able to divide the entities atleast two classes because for classification

differentiation is one ofthe features.
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Botany

E.g. Biology Canon of relevanc e Zoology

2. Canon of relevance

A characteristic used as a base for the classification ofa universe should be relevant to
the purpose of the classification. Relevant is something related to a goal.

E.g.

If you arrangement of book based on the size, which is not satisfies the classification.
3. Canon of ascertain ability

A characteristic used as a bases for'the classification of a universe should be definite
ascertainable.

E.g. 0111,364

Shakespeare year of birth
4. Canon of permanence

A characteristic "used as a bases for a classification ofthe universe should continual to be
unchanged so long as there is no change in the purpose of classification".

E.g. Geographical area

Canons for succession of characteristics

There are three canons for the succession of characteristics. The chosen characteristcs
shouldbe used inaparticular sequence andthe followingthree canons are observed.

Canon of concomitance.

Canon of consistent succession.

Canon of relevant succession.

Canon of concomitance

"No two characteristics in the associated scheme of characteristics should be concomitant. They
should not give rise to the same array of subjects or of isolate ideas". The.concomitant means
concordance or argument, (i.e) the state of being together for eg. I. Age and year birth should not be
used in succession for classifying of a group of boys into different classes. II. The date of 1

publication and the date ofl edition ofbook should not be used as a succession in characteristics.
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Ca non of consbtent succession

The succession of characteristics in the associated scheme should be consistanly adhered

so long as there is no change of in the purpoae of classification for eg:- For the universe ol

subject with the main class of history Dc has. choosen the geographical and periuiical

characteristics as the only necessary one . Those who used DC should not change the precision

from time to time. They shorld adhered to it consistently. Otrerwise coufusion will result

Canon of relevant sue cession

The succession of characteristics in the associated scheme of characteristics in tire

associated scheme of characteristics should he relevant to the purpose of classification

For Eg. In DC Language, fonnand period are the characteristics used in classifying the

mainclass literature. There are six difference succession in which tltese characteristics can be

used. But DC has choosen the Language from period.

Canons for clrain and array

Array

An anav in defined as " a Secluence of co-ordinate classes of universe. derived frorn it.

Orr the basis of single characteristics and ananged among thernselves according to their ranks"

I'.cr.-

Universe of world

Continent:

Asia Countries:

Indin

China

Order of an array

Au array of classes derived on the basis of first characteristics.is called first order an-ay,

And the array of classes derived on the basis of second characteristics is knorvn as second order

array and so on,

Collateral nrrnys

Difference arrays belonging to one order all knorvn as collateral array.

Eg. :Cnnon for aray Arrays arc formed on at every stage in the process of classification of
knowledge and every order is derived from the bigger whole. Any sequence of classer call Irot
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be called as an array. There are 4 essential conditions should be satisfied by a sequence to be called
anaffay ofclasses.

They are calledthe canons foraray.

l. Canonofexhaustiveness

2, Canon ofexclusiveness

3. Canon ofhelpful sequence

4. Canonofconsistentsequence

Canon of exhaustiyeness

The classes in an array ofclasses and the ranked isolates in an array ofranked isolates should
be totally exhaustive oftheirrespective common immediate universe.

Eg :- If the universe of literature is divided on the basis of language all the literature
each based on one language should be enumerated.

Canon of exclusivcness

"The classes in an array of classes and the ranked isolates in the anay of rank isolate
should be mutually exclusive according to this canon and entity considered as subdivision of one
class should not subdivided one class. If any entities are common to two or more classes. The
canon of exclusiverr.r, *ill be violated and will be result in cross classifiation and the array means
mixedarray.

Eg:- In DDC 19th edition this canon is violated by applying more than one characters for
deriving array of character.

Eg:- Quantitative analysis oforgani substance. This violence ofcanon exclusive.
Canon of helpful sequence

"The sequence of the classes and of the ranked isolation an afiay of ranked isolates
should be helpful to the purpose of those to whom it is invented". It is true that what is helpful to
one purpose may not helpful one another. In other words helpfulness will vary with the use of the
scheme for classification. Dr. SRR formulates a number ofprinciples.
Canon of consistent sequence

"When ever similar class occur is different array there sequence to be parallel in such arrays
when ever insistence on such similar items does not run counter to other more important
requirementsw "This canon will say time say and energy ofthe classifier and user.
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Eg:' If we alrange a form in one language. Literature is a partial sequence: the same sequence of
form should be mainained.

There are two ways of squiring consistent sequence

automatically satisfies by using one and trre same schedule to
it occurin different places.

1' Parallel sequenc - The sequence land, water, air occur in several arrays, whenever it occur.s

parallel sequence.

Chain

A chain is a sequence of classes in successive subordination.

to the preceeding one. It is conveniently used for trains an ultimate

origin. "

Eg:- 500 pure science CCORDC

Canon of chain

l. Canonofdecreasingexistence.

2. Canon of rnodulation

Canon of decreasing existence

Whose moving down a chain fronr its first link to its Last the extension of the classes

should decrease and the intension shorld increase at each step? Tlris canon states that the first

link of the chain of classes denote a coded subject and the succeeding classed should more
departments that the proceedings. One extension is the quantitative measure and intension is the
qualitative measure.

Eg:- In DC ctremistry rnain class

Canon of modulntion

A chain of classes are of ranked isolates should comprise one class or one rapked isolates

as the case may be each and wery order that lies between the orders of the first links dre last link
of the chain.

Eg.-44 .

Principles of helpful s€quence

Theterm principle is used to dencte normal principle is thecontent of division of second
or later rnajor disciplines as the helpful sequence is the division of the subject classificatio, the

I. automatic confirmaring. This is

denote an array ofclasses through

Each one being subordinare

class step by step for on its
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normal principle related to helpful sequence. we have totally 8 principles in general. some general
principles have been divided fuither into more specific principles.

Principles

l. Principle of later in time

2- Principle of later in evaluation

3. Principles of special contiguity

4. Principles of quantitative measure

5. Principles of Increasing complexity

6. Principles of canonical sequence

7. Principles of Literary warrant

8. Principles of alphabetical sequence

Principles of latter in time

"If the subiects in an arriay of subjects or the isolates in an array of isolates have
originated in different times. They should be arranged in a parallel prqressive time sequence,
except when an-y other ever wheeling consideration rules it out,, Eg:- In classifying the MC
religions. according to fime religion it is divided into Ql - vedic Hinduism e2 - post Hinduisrn
Q3 - Jairrism Qil - Buddhisnr e5 - Judaism e6 - christia,ity e7 - Isram

Verbal Plane (Cannon for terminologr)

The rvork in the vetbal plane identifies the appropriare tenxs to denote the ideas in the
specific subjea, It is g.rided by a ser of canons.

Canons for verbal plane (4)

The tbur canons for verbal plane deals with the language and terminology used in the
scheme should clearly indieate and context in which a particular term has been used. The tenns
used to denote rank isolate shoutd be cun"ent and non critical.
L Canon of context

2. Canon of enumeration (ready made)

3. Canon of otrrency (updatd or nd)
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4. Cnnon of Reticencc

Notational plane 
e'.o -.,ru ^f rhp crrh to of the subject and cornponents of

It represents the rauk of the subject and cunponent

thesubject.Itprovidesexpressivenotationforsubject.Itshouldnotmakeitsowndecisionson

the sequence ofsubjects. Itis guidedby asetofcanons'

Canons of nntional Plane (2{)

This have been grorPed in to

t. Basic canon-12

2. Mnemonics -5

3. Growing universe - 4

4. Book classification J

Basic Canon

Thebasiccanonsofnotationsdealwiththeneedfortheremovalofhomolrymsand

synonyms in class number. It should reflect hierarctry of classes' It discuses the relative capacity

of mixed and prre notation, The notation may be faceted or non-faceted. The basic canons for

notation is listed below.

l. Canons of SYnonYms

2. Canon of HomonYms

3. Canon of RelativitY

4. Canon of UniforrnitY

5. Canon of ffierarchY

6. Canon ofnon-hierarchY

7. Canon of mixed base

8. Canon of Pure base

g. Canon of faceted notation

10, Canon of Non faceted notation

11. Canon of coexistences

IVlnemonics

The five canons for mnemonics deal with different types of mnemonic devices'
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Thev are

+ Canon of general mnernonics device

+ Canon of Alphabetical mnemonics
+ Canon of scheduled mnemonics
+ Canon of systematic mnemonics
+ Canon of seminal mnemonics

Grorving universe

The four canons for growing universe deal with capacity of notational systern for
adntission of newly emergingclasses into the fold of a scheme of classification. This system

should be capable of a.dmitting new classes at the beginning or end or middle of an array or a

chain This is also known as extrapolation and interpolation in an aray or chain. They are

+ Canon of extrapolation in array

+ Cannon of interpretation in anay

+ Canon of Extrapolation in chain

+ Canr:n olinterpolation in chain.

+ Canon for book classification (3)

The rhrte canolls deal rvidr the provision of a system for construction of book nu,ibel
and collection numbers. ln some sclrenie of classification the canons are

+ Canon ofbook number

+ Canon of collection nuutber

+ Canon clf distinctiveness postulates for facets

The most significant contribution is the enunciation of assumption dealing with the

ccllcept of thcet analysis and fturdanrental categbries. According to SRR ,rost of the basic
classes can be divided in to f-rve fundarnental categories. They are

Rounds for energv

He also postulated that the fundamental category energy may manifest itself in one and
sanre subject moretltatt once. These manit'estations are called rounds of rna,ifestations.
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Levetrs

He further postulated that fundamental category energy may manifest it the one and the

same subjectmore thanonce. This is knownas levels ofmanifestation.

Facet sequence

The five fundamental categories can be arranged according to the facet formula PMEST.

Principles of facet sequence

Ranganathan formulated four principle of facet sequence.

Whole organprinciple

cow - calfprinciple

wall picture principle

Act and action action tool principle.

Principle of helpful sequence

To achieve a helpful sequence of isolates with in an array Rang anathanformulated principles

ofhelpful sequence. They are

Laterintime

Later in evolution

Special continuity

Quantitative measure a increasing complexity

canonical sequence

Literarywarrant

Alphabetical sequence

Conclusion

Thus by describing the various levels of normative principles like general theory of

classifi cation has been strengthened
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DOCUMENT AND KNOWLEDGE CLASSIFICATION

Introduction

Library classification comprises of various types like knowledge classification. They are
represented by class number book number and collection number. The class number denotes year of
publication' The collection number denotes further individuali z"ationof document in addition to
subject and year ofpublication.

In a library there may be several document with the same subject are the ultimate class. The
document having the same ultimate class and hence sharing the class number have to be have to be
further individualized on the basis of appropriate characteristics for providing a help sequence.
These characters, such as years, language, form of exposition, name of the author are known as the
physical of the document.

Meaningand Definition

Document classification provides a facet to distinguish each such copy of the document.
There are also several features to be taken the consideration. In short document classification should
taking into accountthepeculiarfeature ofdocumentapart fromthe knowledge ofunit embodied.

Special features

Documents are the storehouses of knowledge. when knowledge takes the space of the
document it involves special.

Special features. Thcv are:

Quasi class

Local variation

Composite document

Partial comprehension

DBL 1C
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Form or medium of expression

Related documerrts

Physique of the document

Canons for document classification

Ranganathan suggested 3 cannons to be absorbed the theory ofdocument classification.

a. CanonofbookNumber

b. CannonofcollectionNumber

c. Cannon ofdistinctiveness

d. Cannonofbooknumber

a. Cannon of bookNumber

Book number : The book number of a book is a symbol used to fix the position relatively to

the other documents.

Ranganathan was the first to develop the facet formula for book number. In olden days the

book number was constucted based on the author name, accession number and year of publication.

Let us see the various methods ofconstructing.

a. I Individualization by author name

The simplest method ofconstructing book number is by using author's name. There are three

ways in which book number can be constructed. Use of pure notations _Alphabetical Use of pure

notation _Numerical Use ofalpha-numeric notations.

One ofthe earliestmethods is by usingthe fnstthree letters ofthe name ofauthors.

Example : MODALPOLITICALTHEORYby S.B. VARMA

Classno: 320 I Bookno. VER

Melvil Dewey also defined by number's based author's name

Cutter's three figure table: (Expansive classification)

A detailed method worked by C.A. Cutters. It is similar to that of DC. The table is divided

into three sequences.

1) Consonance 2) Vowels 3) The alphabets
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When the authors name started consonance the first letter or authors name and two digits are
represented as a book number. In the case or vowels and alphabets are concerned the first twJletters
and one digit is used to covers into booknumber.

b. Individualisation by year publications

The first two adopted ofthe year ofpublication as the bases for constructing the book number
was w.w. Bisco in I 888. His work is respected known as Bisco date table.

R 19190-19l9AD

s_l920-1929 AD

T 1930-13939AD

u_I940-l g4gAD

vI1950-1959AD

w_1960-l969AD

Y_1980-l989AD

z_1990-t999AD

According to S'R.R. a book number many consists ofone or more offollowing parts
I . Language facet (L)

2. Form facet (F)

3. Year facet (Y)

4. Accession Number facet (AN)

5. Volume facet(VOL)

6. Copy facet (co)

7. Supplement facet-supp

8. Evaluation:ev

Language facet

Language number is obtained by translating the name ofthe language in whichthe document
is written into an original numberinaccordance with schedule ofranguage.
Eg:

Theory ofeconomics (Language : Tamil)

ClassNo: X

BookNo:31

x31
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Language number need not be written in the following cases

I If a docurnent is hvored language of the library

2. For. books in literature the language of the book differs from the language of literature

3. For book in linguistics unless tlre language of the book differs fronr language of the

sturiy.

4. For periodicals.

5. Form facet

It is a nurnber ivhich stands for name of position and physical form of the document.

Eg: Letters on Colon classification

Book No _ P

2.5 rP I

Year facet
i

In CC the year number is indispensable element in a book number. This is arrived by

translating the year of publication into an ordinal number in accordance with the chronological

table

A before 1880

B 1880,89 P 2000-2009

c 1870-79 ZA 2100-2109

D 1860-69 ZB 2ll0-21r9

E 1850-59 ZD 2120-2129

F 1840-49

G 1830-39

H t820-29

I 1810-19

J 1800-09

e.g: Element of library classification, 1949

Class No: 2:51 H9

A before 1880 H 194049 a 2010-19

B 1880-89 J 1950-59 R 2020-29

c 1890-99 K t960-69

D 1900-09 L 1970-79
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E

F

G

1910-19

t920-29

1930-39

M

N

P

1980-89

t990-99

2000-0e

Accession number facet

It is possible for two or more books knowing the same class number to get the same book
number consisting of the I st three facet namely language facet, form as year facet. In such cases the
books hc're to be arranged inthe sequenceoftheiraccessioninthe library.
e.g. A book on medicine published in I 9gg (3 volumes)

Mg 1, Mg2, Mg3

Volume fncet

It is common to find a book appearing two or morc volumes. Such a book is called a
multi volume book

Features

The set bears a common tide and a common index
In dre context of dre subject tresment all volumes of pqgination ls cqrtinued thrcrgh all
volunres. This may not hold good in ail cases.

It has inclusive pagination 0.e.) a single pagination is contirued through all volurnes.
The rule for multi volume booked staes that "the volumes of tlrc set are to be

individuali redby putting a dot after the year nurnbs s the accession facet of the book nunber.n
E.g. Encyclopedia ot'library science, 1970 (vol: l0) .

2k 2k 2k 2k

vol.I Vol.2 Vol.3 Vd.l0
Supplement

kr cstain cirqrnrferaces supplements are usral b a vdumes of a book which may or may not
part of the *rbjed supploneirt nunrberfollourcd by a begin witha book number
i) 2k 2k Vol-l Vd-2
Copy number

some time some text book have two or morc copies for representing thc copy number
we have use the syrnbol semicolon ater the book rnrmber.

E,g. Encyclopedia of library science copies (3)

2k 2k 2k
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E t9l0-19 M 198e89

F t9202,9 N 199&,99

G 1930-39 P 200G09

Accession number facct

It is possible for two or more books knowing the same class number to get the Same book

numberconsisting of the lstthree facetnamely languagefacet, form as year facet. In such cases

the books have to be arranged in the sequence oftheir accession in the library.

e.g. A book on medicine published in 1988 (3 volumes)

M81..tv182, M83

Volume fecet

It is common to find a book appearing two or morc volumes. Such a book is called a

multi volurne book

Fe*tures

The set bears a comtnon title and a common index

Ig *re context of the subject treatlnert all volumes of pagination is continued thrugh all

volulnes. This may not hold good in all cases.

It has inclusive pagination (i.e.) a single pagination is continued'through all volumes.

The rule for multi volume booked states that "tte volumes of the set are to be

individualized by putting a dot after the year number or the accession facet of the book number."

E.g. Encyclopedia of library scieuce, 1970 (vol: l0)

2k 2k 2k 2k

vol.l Vol.2 Vol.3 Vd.l0

Supplement

In certain circumferences supplements are usual to a volumes of a book rvhich may or may not

part of the srbject supplemant nutnber followed by a begin with a book number

i) 2k 2k Vol-l Vol-2

Copy number

Some times Some text book have two or more copies for representing the copy number

rve have use the slT nbol semicolon after the book number"

E.g. Encyclopedia of library science copies (3)

2k 2k 2k
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Collection based on physicaffo.*

Documents like film role, film scripts micro and microfilms, Microfiches cannot be soldalong rvith ordinary books. So each type must be arranged in separate colrection.
Collection based on service

The following are the clifferent kinds ofcollection based ofcollection based on services.
a.

b.

U.

d.

e.

r.

ob.

Undersized collection

Oversized collection

Book No.

Document Abnormai

Overline the Book No.

Refererrce collection

Worn-out books or

Need out Book no

Rare Book

Text Book collection
'l,oology 

Department

riramaphone

{-assettes

Reading room collections

Departmental collection

Textbook collection

Topical collcction

Periodical collection

Iteference collection

Language collection

Underline the

Book No.
' 

Overline the

Underline and

EL9

RC

encircle the

RB

TB

KD

GR

C

Introduction to

chemistry lB79 ELg

EL9

RC EL9

E19

EL9

EL9

EL9

EL9

EL9

Collection number for different collection

Name of the collection Collection No.
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Canon of distinctiveness

In a scheme of classification the class number book number and collection number
should be wrifien quiet distinct from one another. The components of call number can be

separated in the ways.

When written in a hori zontal staight line suffrcient spaces let bet the class number and book
number.

The collection number is written about the book number Eg. Under sized EL9.

When written in a vertical line the three component are written one below the other

indifferentlines.

E.g. Undersized EL9 Text book collection ELSTB

Classilication ofcomposite book and comprehensive books

Classics - A classic is defined as a work expounding some speci alized subject usually having
several version translations, getting copied out etc.

Qualities

I . It should have elements ofpernoanent value.

2. It should be startedwiththe personality ofthe author.

3. It should be a seminal book cutting new ground.

Devices used

The method employed by CC is to fulfill the canon called classic device. It is able to achieve
thefollowing.

l. Itbringstogetherdifferenteditionsofaclassicinsubject.

2. It brings together different edrtions of each of its commonly.

3.Itbringstogetherdifferenteditionsofeachsubcommentaries.

4. Itmake its possibleto form agroup consisting ofeachclassic andits commentaries.

5. It enables a group consisting ofcommentaries of groups.

6. Itenables agroup fo subcommentaries.

The classic device consistingthe following afterthe class no representingthe ultimate classto which
the classic should other choice assignmed.

l. ThedigitX

2. Authorfacet

3. Workfacet
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Facet f,ormul*

The facet fonnula of x[P1]'p2jP3ltP.{l PI - Author of the crassic p2 - classical work to
be determined by alphabedcal device. F3 - Comrnentaries facet p4 - Sub commantry facet
Canon of lcc*l variation

"TIie notatioil*J svstems of a scherue of classic should provide various inform due to
su:ial lnterest' it ainls to sequence dre priority in sequence of document of favoured subjects and
ia "ri1911s6 class rii:mber,'

Eg :- F,{*ther country and favoured country

The r-rse of drgit t.o far mnther couniry and rhree for faloured country.
Favorrred Language

CC has provided hyper nrark insclated iias s ciass number Favoured philosophical system

lbvoured sys I

favoureci s1,s il

!-avoured host class

Thisis requestd by the origrnal classnumberby hypen,-,

Eg. Harv'est in fuce

l3l :7
l3t :T

Composite Eook

A composite Book includes with in the same to coverage pages to more documents
usually' These documents are written by dilferent authors. class cloesn,t provide a solution to
design a proirlem' Accorcing to cc composire books are assigned by the cali number to
appropriate to the '*ork' The class number of other constituents in the cross reference in the
catalogue.

Partial comprehension
They are books, yli:l coresponds the subject and deals with subdivisions of subbranches' According to CC it has eight sub branch*r. a *rr.*e for classificationprovides classno for and overall comprehensive siibject in the earlier oJLr rna its eight sub divisions in the textin iower crder' so it talies heip of the 

"catalogue 
rror, .rr.r.nce entry will show a reader with.
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of the other book discuss the subject of other entries. A partially comprehensive book is a multi

focal book, which deals with more specific subject.

Knowledge classification

Introduction

The term knowledge refer to the universe of ideas. The term knowledge and information are

often used as synonyms of the ideas are communication by others. Id6as are transmitted into

knowledge when they are preserved in graphics and other materials. In this sense knowledge is

nothing butthe thought content.

Characteristics of universe of knowledge

The characteristics knowledge ofuniverseis given below'.

1. Infinite universe

K:ror.vledge has an endless growth. The infinite nature of universe of know'ledge can be

illustrated by the following example.

Biology

* General Biology

* Cellularbiology

* Histology

.,r. Cancer logy

* Microbiology

* Bacteriology etc.

2. Dynamic universe

In the past when population pressure and social pressure were there, there was no

increase for organized development of knowledge. But at present vigorous research work have to be

undertaken to meet the challenge ofthe time. This shows the knowledge is dynamic and there is over

growing continuum.

Knowledge is dynarnic changeable one and so it is continuum. It organized research in

producing a continual cascade of new micro thoughts. This cascade makes the universe of

knowledge a dynamic continnum.

3. Turbulant universe

The universe of knowledge is in the state of turbuient is being distributed by various oid

theories, principles etc. There are examined in the light of experimentation if they do ot eontradict

event in a present time no change ofuniverse in the place exchange.
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4. Multidimentionals

Knowledge is not grown only in a single direction. Dimension is a degree of
manifoldness of a system' Fixed by the number ofparameters and sufficient to distinguished any one
ofits entities from authors.

5. Multidirectional

The growth of knowredge occurs in many directions. Because of the
approach of a subject which rnay have interaction with many other subject.

Structure and development

The various k' rds of structure ofsubjects are ilrustrated berow.
Dichoromy

It mean di'ision into two. It arso refers to binary classification.
Eg. Livingthings

PlairtsAnimals

Decatomy

Division includes ten

Eg. In DC main class divided in ten sections.

inter disciplinary

Polychotamy

It divides into many

Eg. In CC it provides more than the 1000 at any states (6 ed)
Proliferetion

In present date interdisciprinary subjects produces many offspring.
Eg:- The basic subject statistics going with another subject economics to study tw,o or more

subject gives worth to new findings.

Conclusion

In the last few decades research can be planned and conducted more consciously. It has effects
on the formation of new subject' The continoues cascade has made the universe subject growing the
continuum.
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LESSON - 8
Modes of fornnation of subjects

Introduction

When ideas got organized or systematized in a form of a body of ideas a subject is found
H.E. Bliss studied the universe and found out that a particular period desired the formation of subject.
However it is Dr.S.R. Ranganathan who studied the universe subjects systematically and explained
the different modes of forrnation of subjects. The study of the modes ofisubject and the structure of
subjects in the universe as well as the isolate ideas will save as a preliminary to the theory ol fieeiy
faceted classifi cation.

A variety of relations is possible between subjects are components of subjeet. Tire stuclv of
these relations will give a olear picture or structural subjects.

T.r,pes of relation
'fhe varieties of relaiions between any two componelits of subjects cal be reci*ceel or

formaiized into a set of relations which will help to recognize the tlrpe of relation among any t*,o
eomponents of a compound are complex subject.

V*rious nrodes

Dr. s.R. Ranganathan identified seven modes of formation of subjects.

a. Fission

a. Fusicin

?Lamination

? Lc*sei\ssernblage

'lAgglomeration

aCiuster'

aDistillation

Fission

Fission means division of the i.lhole into multiple codes. In this mode a basic subject is split
into it subdivisions" This is also known as fragmentation.

Example:

Biology - Botany + Zoology.

Fission is of two types. They are

1. Dissection

2. Denudation

Dissection

The term dissection is used to denote fission. When we considered the aray of divisions of an
isolate ofthe basic subjectresulting from fission, resulting classes are coordinate innature.
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LESSON - S
Modes of formation of subjects

Introduction

when ideas got organized or systematized in a form of a body of ideas a subject is foundH'E' Bliss studied the uni'erse and found out that a particularperiod desired the formation of subject.Horvever it is Dr's'R' Ranganathan who studied the universe subjects systematically and explainedthe different modes of formation of subjects. The study of the modes of subject and the structure of
il:#:il1;:#,::1" 

as well as the isolate ideas wili save as apreliminary to the theory orfreely

A variety of reiations is possible between subjects are components of subject. The study ofthese relations w'iI give a clearpicture or structural subjects.
T,vpes of relation

The varieties of relations between any two components of subjects can be reduced orformalized into a set of relations which wilt help to ,"*gnire the type oirelation among any twocomponents ofa compound are complex subject.
Various modes

Dr. S.R. Ranganathan identified seven modes offormation ofsubjects.

a. Fission

a. Fusion

?Lamination

? LooseAssemblage

?Agglomeration

a Cluster

aDistillation

Fission

Fission means division of the whoie into multiple codes. In this mode a basic subject is splitinto it subdivisions. 'rhis is also known as fragmentation.
Example:

Biology - Botany + Zoology.

Fission is oftw,o types. They are

L Dissection

2. Denudation

Dissection

The term dissection is used to denote fission. when we considered the array of divisions ofanisolate ofthe basic subject resulting from fission, resulting classes are coordinate in nature.
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Example

Political science and economic, Physical chemistry-Inter sub phase relation

Type II
It denotes the relationship with the sigle subject. This relation is known Intra facet

phase.

Example : Influence of infectious disease on metabolism.

Type III
In this type two or more isolates taken from one and the same affay of order higher than in

one and the same schedule are brought into mutual relation. This is known as intra array phase

relation.

Exampie : Relation between UDC & CC.

Agglomeration

This is the process of adding together into larger masses without cohesion among the

components. It may be made up or consecutive constituents.

TypeI
Agglomeration o fconsecutive base subjects.

Example : Physical Science

Clustering

In this mode several specialized studies on a particular phenomenon or a entire or entire

together into a foid of study. This is due to inter disciplinary research being remoted on society.

Example

Area study - Culture of India Generation person - Gandiji's thought Entire type study - Hydro

Science.

Distillation

In this mode the pure discipline is evolved as aprimary basic subjects from its appearances its

action in diverse compound subjects going with either different basic subjects on one and the same

basic subjects. It gives rise to primary basic subjects.

Example : Research methodology.
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LESSON. 9

Postulates of Classification
Introduction

s'R' Ranganathan has used the posturational approach very
classification. These postulates provides an argorithm to facet anarysis.
postulates for their usefulness. The term true or false are not applicable
postulates are used in the process offacet analysis.

Definition

effectively in library
We can only apply the

to postulates. A set of

A postulate is an assumed statement, which is a fact or an occuffence or a thing or evene.
Types

Generally there are two postulates

Postulate of basic subj ect

Postuiate of fundamental category.

Postulate of basic subject

The postualte is that every subject has a basic facet scheme. Every classification scheme
organizes it design on the basis ofthe subject accepted by a group (i.e) every compound subject as a
basic subject.

The basic subject is assumed to emerge due to specialization ofknowledge.
Eg:- chemistry biology, physics - Traditional main subject

Artificial intelligent - micro Biology, organic chemistry

Newly emerged subject by Specialization

Basic subject concept collects the documents on the choosen subjects and displaced they in ahelpful order. The basic subjects may be explicit or implicit in subjects.

Explicit :- for example in the document.

section to library science' It is explicit that this subject is library science. Implicit:- It is designed for
depth classification.'

The title is oblique to express the basic subject.

Eg:

structure ofprotein
It is irnplicit this subject in chemistry.
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Postulate of fundamental category

This postulate says that there are only five fundamental categories PMEST. This is

strengthened by postulate of concreteness. After identifying the basic subject the analysis of basic

isolate ideas has to become systematical, i.e. Every subject has different category of ideas. This leads

SRR to give postulate of fundamental category.

Personality [P\

Personality isolates are the center / focus of any subject. All other isolates ([M] iTl tsl tTl)
are related to the central focus.

Eg:- crocks in a agriculture

Animals in zoology : p-animals

[Na] is cornmonly understood a material substance or commodity. It ranges fi'orn chemical elements

cr ra\ry materials to finish product. According to SRR [M] isolates are properties of things [P] etc.

Isolate such as intensity quality are [M] isolated. There are two groups of [M]
1. Mattermaterial - [MM]
2. Matterproperty - IIvIP]

Eg:- 1. Stainless steel vessels for cooking - [MM] Density of solid - [MP]

lEl:-

The [E] categcry generally covers action of entities.

Eg : - Xeroxing Migration Harvesting

ISI:-

This category covers the Land areas, Eg:- National library in India

Textile industry in China

lrl:-
This category covers the periodicity such as millennium, century, year month etc. and also

seasonal conditions caused by climate or weather such as dry, wet, show etc.

52

Eg:-Librariesin 1918

Day journey inMadras

Postulated for rounds for energy-

[E] may manifest itself in one and the same subject more than once, (i.e) In more than one

round, we shall represent than by the symbols ( I E, 2E, .. . .)
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Postulate of rounds for [pl ofmatter
Its possible for manifestation ofpersonality and matter to occur after (i.e) again after (2E) and

so on (i'e) in any round. The manifestation ofpersonality before it will be called I round personality
facet and will be denoted by the symbol Ipause with 2p,3p,.... so also with l5lM,2M
Postulate of level

Personality may manifest itself by one and the same round in a subject more than once it is
known as levels. it will be denoted by the symbol pi, p2, ... .

Postulates for omission of connecting symbol
The connecting symbol need not insert the before if it is immediately follows base class. Just

like that the connecting symbol need not inserted 2p, 3p, .... Ifthese follows immediately after1,21,
Steps in classification (postulated in procedure)

Ranganathan has given successive steps in translating the subject from the natural
into classificatory language ofordinal numbers. They are

Step - raw title.

0

Step - Expressive title
I

Step - Title inkernel tenns
2

Step -Analysedtitle

J

Step -Transformedtitle

4

Step - Title in standardterms

5

Step - Title in focal numbers

6

Step - Classnumber

7

Rawtitle

It is thetitle found onthe title page.

Eg : - Management of Indian librarires.
Expressive title

The raw title is necessary for analyse and fiil up alr the category founds in it.

language
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Eg:- Management in Indian library:

This title can be more clearly illustrated by taking the example raw title at first incurrence
lnanagernent is a composite term. It has been broken into various fundamental category. It will
become under the energy.

Title in kernel term

In this step all the auxiliary tenns are removed from the full. Analysed title
It is the title derived from the kernel title by adding after each kernel term the symbol
denoting the nature ofthe manifestation.

Transformed title

In this step the kernel terms of the analysed title rearranged in accordance with pMEST

order.

Title in standard terms

It is the title derived from the transformed title by replacing eaeh non-standard term by the
standard terms used the schedule of classification.

Title in focal number

It is tlie most important steps in notational plane. It is derived from standard term by its focal
nr:mber.
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LESSON - 10

Fundam ental Categories

Introduction

s'R' Ranganathan has introduced the concept of 'Fundamental category,. It is a root concept
to rr.'hich a facet is relatec explicity or implicitly. A11 characteristics which from the very basis ofiiivisio' of a subject, can be grcuped under these root concepts or fundamental categories
Ranganathan postulates that ihere are only five such categories. They are personality. Matter, Energy.
space and Tir're' In other w*rds he has ciivided most of the subjects and main classes further,
according to these five fundarnental category.

Five Categories

The category Personalit3' is got by resirJue method. It is the core ofthe subject category energy
represents any action or process or operation or propeqv or problem. Eg. Act of running. teaching,
walking etc' It also includes structure, function, malfunction diseases, environmental action etc.

next category is matter' This ibcet cccurs in those few subjects where the material used can form the
basis of further subdivision, iMoney for example is made of 'material'eg. Silver, gold, copper etc.

categoty space stands for a geographical area eg. India, USA, Tamil Nadu etc. It is easy to identify
this facet in a subject.

The final category is rime.Anything that ishappened inaparticurartime.Eg.

20A 1,2008. C. r.l,inte. suflrner

Examples

"Value of gold cllrrency in India in 1965,'

Its main class is Economics i 965 is the Time

India represents geographical area and so it is the Space.

Another facet cf the title is vaiue which is a problem and hence a manifestation of the fundamentai
category energy yet arother facet is G,ld manifestation ofthe fundamental.
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category matter. The remaining facet currency constitutes the fundamental category personality. To

identi$ fundamental category the following symbols are used.

Fundamental category Symbols usedin

schedules

Connecting symbols

Personality (P) , Comma

Matter (M) l Semicolon

Energy (E) : colon

Space (s) . Point

Time (r) r lnverted comma

Every fundamental category preceded by its connecting symbol. However when personality

(P) comes immediately after a main class or [E] facet the connecting symbols (,) comma is used. It is

not essential that a subject of a document may have all the five facets mentioned above. It may have

one ormore facets or evenno facets.

Facet is a total sub-classes got by dividing a subject into subclasses on the basis ofone aspect

and characteristics. Each subdivision in a facet is called an Isolate Foctts or IF or simply isolates of

Focus.

Conclusion

The contribution of Ranganathan to the development of the general theory of classification is

fundamental unique are unparallel. This concepts of facet analysis and fundamental categories have

received wide acceptance.
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LESSON. 11

F'acet analysis

Introduction

The division of kncrviedge proceeds in successive steps. At the I state, the knowledge is
divided into main class' The II stage, in each main classes different facets are found out. The III stage,
involve recognization and relating each facts. The II and II stage, which involve the process of
identifuing the facets is called facet analysis.

Definition

Facet analysis is a general process by which the possible facets of characteristics, u,hich can
be fomr the basic classes of a subject and the exact measure in each facet of the subject is determined.
"It is an analysis of subject into all of its facets in a most herpful sequence according to a postulates
and principles formulated facet sequence.

Facet

Facet is a totality of ideas of a main class each one of rvhich can itself attached to a specific
facet class and it has enumerated together in a schedule as possible manifestation.

Focus

Focus is a generic term to denote an isolate idea. For example, Language is a facet and
English is a focus.

Steps in analysis

The study offbcet anaiysis involves the folrowing three steps.
l. No offacets

2. Sequencing the facets

3. Principle ofinversion

1. Numberoffacets

Dr. s.R.R. rras formurated onry five basic facets cailed fundamental
category. These categories are arranging in the order of facet formula, which
class.

categories. They are

is given in the main
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2. Sequencing the facets

After analysis of the subjects into their facets and their order of synthesis should established

lo help document storage and retrieval. To select the partial sequence the following principles and

sequences are used.

Postulates ofrounds and levels.

Postulates of concreteness.

Cow-calf principle

Whole organprinciple

Act-action actor and tool principle.

Postulate of concreteness

The five fundamental categories are arranged according to the decreasing concretene as PMEST.

Postulates of rounds and levels

Refer postulational approach. It denoted the manifestation of each and every facet or FC of
mainclass.

Cow-calf principle

f'here are two facets in a specific subject and if the nature of two facets should not be

separated they do not put together in the same round. Even as a cow and calf are not mutuail-v

separated, so it is called cow-calfprinciple.

Wall picture principle

"lwo facets A and B of all subject are such that the concepts behind the operating. Unless the

conceptAis not foundeven amoralpicture is notpossible to draw among them.

Whole organ principle

If in a subject facet B is an organ ofA. A should proceed B.

Act and Action-Actor tool

If in a subject facet C denote action on facet B, which in act and by facet Day actor with facet E

as the tool and facet and is the commturity of the action. The five facets should be arranged in the

sequenceofaB C D E.
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Principle ofinversion

The shelf arrangement rendered that the collection of classified document should be in theorder of using confi dence. That is general to specific.

Mainclass+time

Main class *space f time

Main class * energy I space * time

L'Iain class *matter+ energy + space * time
Main class +personality * matter+ energy * space +tirne
Conclusion

Facet analysis is a method of analysis and synthesis term using this method. Ideas arecollected and used and arranged in aprepared sequence.

LESSON - 12

Phase Analysis And phase Relation

Introduction

one of notable feature of universe of knowledge is inter disciplinary subject. sRR identified
the formation these two subjects and called the complex subjects. In which two subjects are inter
related' This concept is known as phase relation. A phase may be defined as a component in the
assembly.

flefinition

The interaction of two different subjects is called phase relation and the analysis of the
specific subjects into various (stages)phases is cailedphase anarysis.
Levels of phase relation

SRR recognized three leveis or kinds ofphase relation.
l. Inter subjectphase Relation

2. Intra facet phase relation
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1. Intraarrayphase

Relation Inter subject phase relations

The relation is between two subjects. The two subjects may be basic or compound subjects"

Intra facet phase relation

The relation is between two isolates of the same facet producing compiex isolates. Intra

array phase relation

The relation is between two isolates of one and the same array of a facet of a subject.

Types of phase relation

Under each levels of relation SRR recoganized 5 types of phase relation.

1. General

2. Bias

3. Difference

4. Comparison

5. Influence

LevelType Inter Subject Intra facet lntra a,rray

General a I t

Bias b I l,

Difference c m V

Comparison d n 1A/

Influence fr6 r v

Eg:- History andGeography - generalV oa

U History for GeograPh - Bias U ob V

Generalrelation

The relation is between two general main classes. The sequence of main classes is decided on

the bases oftheir occurrence in the classification Scheme'

Eg. Geography and History - U or
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Bias relation

Ilere the exposition ofthe I phase is biasedtowards the II
phase. Eg. Geography for History _ U ob V

Comparison

There comparison is made between the phase. The class which occurs first in the schedule of
main classes istreated onthe I phase andthevphase is called comparison.

Eg:- Comparison ofHistory and Geography V oc U

Difference

The difference between two main classes, is shown in the relation. The subject occrrs I in the
schedule ofmain class ofII is treated the phase and the II phase is called difference.

Eg:- Difference between history and Geography V od U

Influence

Here one subject is influenced by another subject. The subject which is influenced is treated
atthe I phase andthe subjectwhich is influenced asthe ii phase.

Eg:- Influence ofhistory on Geography V og U
The II phase

In addition to the 5 types there is one another relation is called subject device. It is proceeded
by the colon symbol.

Conclusion

As the advancement of every field ofstudy new subjects are emerged in phase analysis is one
ofthe method which is usedto analyse complex subjects.
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. LESSON - 13

Systerns and Specials

lntroduction

Colon classification is the t-rrst scheme to develop the concept of Systems and Specials.
Further, it has evolved certain notational techniques to look after the concept of Systems and Special
iir a helpful rvai,.

Systern

flefinitiorr

S,r'stem may be definecl as "c:.,posifion cf a basic subject in accordance rvith a specific school
of tliought. In tire liniverse ll ..,i-,lccis :iu1 siii-rjecr many be exp6seci on ihe basis of theories.
principi cs. rests. etc.

Concept

T'he basic cLlrrcept of syst;:li is that rvith the graduai ilassage of time the sul,iectrs are studied
*r eievelcped iiucugh diiibrc-rlt lau's and principles leacling or different schocls <;f thought. it can be
explained b-v taking au exan':ple liam the main class L h{edicine. The sub.!ect lvfedicine refers to the
idrntifieation, care and treatmenl of disease. l'he diff'erent s-vstems rlf Me,jicine like A1,*rvada,
Homeopathy andAllopathl'- have different methods of diagnosing the diseases. Their treatments are
aisa difl-erent. But the basic objectives ol'all the systems of nieclicine is the same i.e., Cure of disease.
Sin:ilarl1'' there are s1'stents in other mairr classes like Flducation, Economics, Fhilersop6y,
Psvchoiog;., erc.

Shiftingaf Systems

'Shifting' means analytical arrangernent. Shifting of Systems wouicl mean tlie anaiytical
arrangernent tllvarious s;stems it an,v* scheme of library classiticaticn. In order to avoi<i ccnfusion
in ihe plac*ment of systems, the following rules are obserryed.

The system level should proceed ali other levels afthe personali6,- facet:

special level u6o,UO follows the system level but is should precede the rest ofthe lcveis ofpersonality
facet and the system, special and personality isolates appear in a class number, a corlma each should
be used to connect special and personality isolates. Ifonly special and personality isolates appear, a
coillma should not be used before special isolate but it shoulci be used before the personality isoiates.
If only personality isolate occurs, comma need not be used.

In the case of favoured system, the focus in the system fact should be omitted. To satisfu the law of
parsimony, the compliffing fact is omitted in the ciass number.
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of the favoured system. For insrance AOOLPAIHY MEDICINE GETS THE CLASS NUMBER
1.

EXAIVfPLES .

I-9F Female medicine

LqF:3 Otrsterics

i-B Ayurveda

I-B :c:6 Treatment aceording to Ayurveda

LB.?7 219:415:6 Ayurvediccureforappendicitis

LC.9F:4 Gynaecologv according to Siddha system

Favoured Systern

In Library classification any one of the systems taken an basic class on the basis of
literary warant that is to sa!; a system in rvhich the majority of books are expounded, forms the
'Favoured Systems'. F'or example Medicine. there are several system like Allopathy, Homeopathy.
Unani. Siddha, Al,urveda etc.

As a result, the bcoks on Allopathy rvill get precedence over the books belonging to other
s,vstems of lledicine such asAyun eda, Sidda. Unani, Homeopathy, Naturophaty etc.

I{otation forSystems

Systerns of a basic ciass are distinguished from one another by the chronological device. The
chronoiogical nurnber is added to the basic class number. It is difficult in some cases, to get the exact
year and even historical research into this problem may not be able to assert a particular year. But
systems are not invented every year or even a decade and tehrefore, it is sufficient if the approximate
centurv is represented in the class number.

SPECIAL

The word 'Special' has been defined as "Exposition of a basic subject restricted to some
limited range of any of its facets, helpfulness to readers demanding all such expositions to be kept
together".

For example, in Medicine, there are specialized medicine for different age group like child
medicine, female medicine, old age medicine etc.

Notation forSpecials

In colon classification, the specials are represented by the empty digit 9 augmented by
number got by the Enumeration Device formed the third zone. These are represented with the
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help ofthe digits 9Ato 9Z.lnother words specials formthepenultimate sectorofzone

3. The place value of specials in notation is after the systems but before PMEST.

In the subject 'Medicine'. Specials have been developed for various groups like child
medicine, female medicine, old age medicine, industrial medicine, war medicine etc. Notation for
these specials are enumerated some times with the help of alphabetical device if the terms denoting
the specials full under international usage, or with the help of chronological device if the year or
origin ofthe specials are ascertainable.

EXAMPLES

LgA Specials

L9B Embrgo

L9C Child
L9D Adolescent

LgE Oldage
L9F' Female

L9H Tropical

LgT Aviation
LgY War

L9X Industrial

Specials are also observed in the subject like Physics, Chemistry Biology, Agriculture and
Economics.

Rules forSpecials

Thefollowing rules are to be adoptedfor constructing class numbersfor the specials.

Special Facets should succeed System Facet bu precede all the other Facets (PMEST).

The focus in the special focus should be got by enumeration. Its number being with the digit 'g'
followed by a Roman Capital.

3. It is a subject calls for the system and special together, then the special number should follow
systemnumber.

Examplex

L9E:4

L9E:4:6

L9,9D:4:6

Disease ofthe aged

Treatment of diseases of the aged

Ayurvedic treatment of diseases of the aged
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L9,9D,76:4ll:6 Ayurvedic ffeatmentofparalysis oftheaged
Conclusion

systems and specials are separately named as Amplified Basic Classes. In cc6, they are
provided either of one alone or together under some main classes Lime physics, chemistry Biology,
Agriculture.

LESSON. 14

Notations

Introduction

A notation is an ordered syrnbol and series represent terms. In a library classification
scheme the terms are ordered into classes and their subdivision. The symbols comprising a
notation therefore stand in the place of classes and this subdivision to mechanises the process of
string replace it' Notation in library classification is an artificial language in which the subjects
ofthe document is translated.

Definition

According to Richardson it may be defined as "a shorthand sign or symbol used in
almost all discipline to represents terms ofphases,,.

According to Harrods librarian "it may be defined as the ordered series of symbols that
stands for the order series ofterms in the classified schedure.

Need forNotation

It is used the mechanical arangement.

It can be achieved by a standard classification system

It is used to arrange the universe ofsubjects in aherpful sequence.

Reasons for handling notations

The adoption of national language in libraries is not at all decides for the
reasons:-

a. It leads to unhelpful sequence.

b. Thenamesofsubjectsareunstable.

following
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c. The names ofsubjects are notunique dueto synonyrns andhomonymous.

d. The names ofsubjects are differentin differentlanguages.

Functions

It is used to mechanically maintain the sequence of subject by giving each term a symbol

processing and agreed ordinal value.

It makes possible the alphabetical subjects arrangement.

It allows mechanical reference.

Notations to the mnemonic quality assistthe librarianto rernemberthe sequence of docurnents.

It makes possible economic status.

It greatly iircrease the range of specifically possible.

It should assist the guiding of library,.

Itmay be used for arranging issue cards.

It should reflect the subordination and co-ordination ofthe subject symboiized.

Qualification

Simplicify

Notation should be as symbol ofpossiblity pronounce ability. Is an important thing.

For Eg. DDC notation is easy to read.

Another important quality as it aids the library staffin recording the number at various places and the

usedto remember it.

Flexibility - Hospitality

It is an most important quality of not this is necessitated by an ever expected knowledge. Both DC

and UDC use decimal notation, which can admit any idea. The CC provides notation to increase

hospitality.

Expressiveness
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It helps the users to lind his way up in a systematic order in the structure of scherne. It is expressed by
an addition digit.

Synthesis

It has been suggested that a notation should possess a synthesis, which is meant a noationa
by takin components ofthe no from different part of the schedule. It is most pronst pronounced facet
scheme.

T,lrpes of notation

There are 2 types ofnotation. They are pure and mixed notations.
Pure notation

A notationli system in which two class no contain more than one species as digits. Eg. 34 I . 1 5
(DC)

Mixed notation

A notational system in which a class number have two or more species of digits is called a
mixed notational system.

Eg: - CC

LESSON. 15

Zone Analysis And Sector.Analysis

Zone Analysis Introduction

s's'R' firstly did not approach the problem from the idea plane. while he has designing the
cc first he was giving provision for all ditferent types of classes in * uiruy in the rrotuii*. r, cc
there are two kinds ofisolates known as common isolate and special isolate.

Definition

zone analysis is an important concept of Dr. S.R.R. to give a greater notational hospitality in
different orders of arrays. It deals with the identification of all possible number of ideas in the
structure ofknowledge and the relevant notational zones, which could help to denote the item.

Zone analysis in various work
when s'R'R' dealing with the notational hospitality h. .".ogrire four destructs zones in

notation that could be made an idea existing to the structure ofknowledge.

Idea plane
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The concept ofzone analysis is based on the idea. There are four types ofideas. In every

order of array these four types are found to present in the universe of knowledge. They are common

isolate and special isolates.

Each major group of ideas is firrther divided on the bases of whether those ideas are enumerated or

divised.

Notationalplane

Nowwe have fourtypes of ideas.

1. Enumerated in Common Isolate (ECI)

Eg:Generalia

2. Enumerated Special Isolate (ESI)

Eg: Library science

3. DevisedCommonlsolates(DCI)

Ee.M

4. Devised Special Isolates (DSI)

Eg: Astronomy, algebra

Zone analysis in the notational plane

In the notational plane it would be convenient to refer or denote each zone of the idea in ar,

array by means orone distinct species ofdigits.

EG : - A-Natural/science

A.C.I
Dr SRR make use ofthe following favouring digits.

Romansmalls-a-z

Indo. Arabic numerals - 1 - 9

Roman capitals -A- Z

All the three species in packet notations,

i.e. In circular bracket

Eg.EitherA,B,C

These symbols are ordinal found taken be co-ordinate and referenced as decimal symbols.

These are fourzones ofnotational symbols.

Zoaelofthe idea plane-notational plane
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It deals with the recognize of general class. It is denoted by the Roman small z. The rule is the digit z
is the anteriorising.

Thus a general encyclopedia is denoted by EG:_ K _

encyclopedia K - Gene r al zone 2 > of the idea plane - notational
These man class as which are recently recognized and cannot be visited along the side oftraditional main classes are covered in the ron.. Thry are enumerated special isolates. They are

denoted by into Arabic numerals.

Eg:- Universe ofknowledge - I
Libraryscience-2

Zone3 ofthe ideaplane - notationalplane
The traditional main classes which are denotedby Roman capitals are covered in 3rd zone.

Eg:- Natural science _A

Chemistry-E

Zone 4ofthe ideaplane - notatiorrul pl*,

All the newly methods are evolved either from common isolate ideas or from traditional. The

::11_1',.:1'" 
of the digits of the 4.5 zonehas to be posterior position to the Roman capital letter us

snown Delows.

Eg:- X-Economic *(:g)_criticism

Y- Sociology (p) - conferencetechniques
Z-Law

So the matching of the four zone ofthe ideaplane to the notational plane is explained by theabove set table' The universe ofknowledge may bring the infinite no of classes in every zone oftheidea plane can be matched with help of one digit species. The concept of zone analysis stress the
need for a mixed notation in a scheme of notation.
Sectoranalysis

Introduction

At any time as no of coordinate classes based on one characteristic in an array maybe longerthan a numberofdigits.

IeadPlane
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In such cases we can assign the notation based on factor device.

Meaning or definition

It is a device used for increasing the capacity in an array with the end of empty digit" (It is

digit with no systematic value but have ordinal value) Eg: Z - arrdz

Seatoranalysis

In seitor analysis a last digit is a species. For Eg. Z in small and Roman; 9 in {nd.*-arabae

n'umerals 1LI I 2); Z in Roman letter z is systematically empty but it is alla,*'lvrittcn v*lue" in tl:e

notaticnal plane, this del,ice brings infinite hospitaliq, in aray.

Tlr*ugh the seetor d*viee gives infinite hcspitaiity in an effa)/ to den;it+ la'{r;:,h*'i. #i;ir:v.l t{r

adci I afier every eight classes.

Eg 1,2,3, ...,. I
T'hus the nctational plan* ii*s heai'y in sector dev*ice.

Ccmclusion

Today so many new elasses are emerged continuously'.

The idea plane should able to identify such new classes and

notational piane should be in positionto denote such newly

identify new classes. In order to increase hospitality in an array

chain zone anal-vsis and seetor are used.

E,ESSON - T6

C&smmon isolates ixs *Hrd standard subdivisions in CC ancE $#fl
I :iro{irieti{}n

Classification aims at division of the universe of knowledge into isolate ideas" Araong these

isolates some are specially related to one or more name subjects and some are common to all main

e lasses. Ranganathan define common isolate as "an isolate idea denoted by the same isolate tei'm aird

represented by the same number" For example encyclopedia is a common isolate appiicable to ali

main classes by the symbol K in CC and 03 inDC.

Example
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Encyclopedia of physics

Eneyclopedia of Scienee.

Comnxmonlsolate inDC
-01 Philosophyofttr*ory

'02 Miscellanies

-S3 Dictionaries,Encyel*pedia,Coneordances

-0.4 Special topics of general applicabitity
-05 Serial publications

-06 Organizationandmanagement

-07 Study andteaching

-08 History and description ofthe sui:jectamong groups ofpersons.
-*9 l{istorical and geograpttieal treatment
Tnble I - stondard s abdivisiorus

The eommon isolates are undergoing many changes in DC. They were called by differentnames iil different edifions like form divisions, .ornrnon isolates and standard subdivisions. Atpresent they 
"vere 

called as standard subdivisions. They are listed in table I on DC in l gth edition.
It may be noted that the standard subdivision numbers should not be used alone. And it willaiways attached with some core numbers of some subjects. when attached to the core number, thedash should be omitted.

Example : Encycropediaofmineralogy is denotedb y 549.03 543-
Fr{inera}*g, {}3 = Encyelopedia

'tvh*n the ss no '-03' is attaeh.ed tcr the eore number: 549 the ,_, is omitted.
Space lnd time isolates in DC

space isolate fonn an important of many document while classifring such document byappropriate notation.

Exanipie :- Indiar: Fotritics

Ec,;nornical eonditi*n in trndia

in the above examples india is space isolate. For space isolate in almost classification
schenre they provide a schedule. In DDC table2ofvol-I isolated for space isolate.

Table-2 -Areas:-

-01

n1_v-

-i:j

-05

Area, regions, places ingeneral
Fersons regardless ofarea, region and place
Aneientr,r,orld

Europe

Asia
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-06 - Africa
-7 - NorthAmerica

-08 - SouthAmerica

-09 - Otherpartsoftheworld.

Time isolate

In DC Time isolate is limited which compared to CC. The Time isolates are in the form of
historical periods given as part oftable - 1. The broad divisions ofhistorical documents are

-0901 (499AD)

-a902 (s00-1499)

-0903 modernperiod 1500

-0904 20thcentury 1900-1999

-0905 2lstcentury 2000-2099

Common isolates in CC

In CC common isolate falls underthe following three categories.

Common Isolates deals with the physical form ofthe ofthe document. For example : The

ideas smaller are common feature. These are shown in the collection number. Language of
exposition isthe othercategory. These are commonfeature external to the contentofthe document.

Common Isolates deals with struchral pattern of the knowledge. Such as bibliographic.

Biographies, criticism etc.

The first two categories form the subject matter in the study of the collection number and the

booknumber. The thirdone brings hospitality inthe array ofclassificaiton.

Types of Common isolate

InCC there are two types ofcommonisolate. They are

Anteriorising Common Isolate

Posteriorising Common Isolate

Anteriorising Common Isolate is again divided into three types and pozteriorising common

isolate into two types.

ApplicableBefore [Sl
Applicable after [Sl
Applicable Energy after [Tl Isolate

Personality
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Isolate

Anteriorising Cornmom trsoatrte

The word Anteriorising is taken to mean before host class, (i.e) In the field of knowledge
there are certain knowledge which are associated in the class will be sought for preliminary per usual
before the documents on the slass are consulted. Documents in the category such as bibliography and
Biography are considered as approach materials to the subject code. Secondly with an ACI the
subject doesn't deerease in extension"

Anteriorising Common Isolate hos three types.

l. Applicable before space

Example

I{istory ofPhysics

(History - Common isolate)

(Physics - Basic class ormain class)

History ofEconomics

(History - Common Isolate)

(economics - Main class)

Anteriorising common isolates after space

Example

Statistics of indian University education T4.44S
T4-University education

44-lndia

S - Statistics

Anteriorising common Isolates aftertime facet - Example
Indian University cornmission report - 1974
(T4.44NOO)T4.44NT4r

T4

44 :r.

Universitycommission
India
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N74 - 1974

R - Report

There are two peculiarities in the use of symbols in ACI. First they require a connecting

symbol. Some of the ACI have their own of Journal (m) have their own of individual sing facet.

Example:

Indian Journal of mathematics started in 1922.

Posteriorising Common Isolate

These common isolates are link to the main class by means of connecting syrnbol as ti:r

sequence posteriorplaced. There are ttvo types.

1. Personality Posteriorising Common Isolate

Example : j ! Library profession

2. EnergyPosteriorisingCommonlsolate

Example VShakespearecriticism V;(01 l11J64:g), 01 I 1J64:g

0 - literature

tr0-Englishliterature

eg. criticism J64 year ofShakespeare bom

Conclusion

Common isolates are present in all schemes of library ciassification. in CC it is listed under

separate common isolates heading and in the case of DC two tables are allotted, they are standarcl

subdivision and areas. In UDC it is represent by an auxiliaries. But all are doing the same function.
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B.L.I.S.C. DEGREE EXAMINATION
APRIL 2OIO

LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SCIENCE

Paper - III
INFORMATION PROCESSING - I

(Classification Theory)

(For those who joined in July 1999 onwards)

Time:3Hours 
MaxMarks:75

Answer any FIYE questions
AII q* * 

l;"i's:;?#:"y# 
m a r'Irs

i. Discuss the various frurctions oflibrary classification 
:

l
3 ' Enumerate the various types ofprinciples ofhelpful sequences with exarnples.

J."4' Explainthe differentmodes offormation ofsrrbjects withsuitable exampps.

5. Explain the Five Fundamental categories colon classification. -rt 
'

6. Define Notation : Evaluate the qualities and functions of a good Notation.

7 . Explain in detail the features ofzone analysis. .u 'i

s'
8' whatare Common trsolates? Discuss theirtypes and applications in Library classification.
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g. WriteshortnotesonanyTHREEofthefollowing:

UDC

Systems and SPecials

Canons forTerminologY

Standard Subdivisions

Basie subjects
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